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Retaining Walls; Computation of Seismically Induced Deformations
Sreenivas Alampalli

Ahmed-W. Elgamal

Engineering Research Specialist I, Engineering R & D Bureau,
NYSDOT, Albany, NY 12232, USA

Assistant Professor, Department of Civil Engineering, Rensselaer
Polytechnic Institute, Troy, NY 12180, USA

SYNOPSIS: A two dimensional (2D) dynamic wall-soil computational model is proposed. The model accounts
for wall and soil resonance, nonlinear wall-backfill soil interaction, simultaneous wall base sliding and
rotation, nonlinear soil properties and possible pore pressure buildup. A bending beam with a base
yielding rotational spring and a base translational slide element represents the wall. A 2D shear beam
represents the soil system. The wall an~ supporting soil interac~ through a Yinkler type ?online~r
no-tension spring system. An elasto-plast1c path-dependent hysteret1c model accounts for nonl1near so1l
behavior and possible pore pressure buildup. The seismic response of a 15m high cantilever wall is studied
in detail. Yall translational and rotational failure mechanisms are discussed. The computed results
indicate the importance of including seismically induced moments in dynamic wall stability ev_aluation. It
is also found that retaining walls with loose saturated backfill soils may accumulate excess1ve permanent
displacements well beyond the strong shaking phase of an earthquake.

elasto-plastic 2D FE model.
Importance of
nonlinear soil properties and amplification of
backfill motion in dynamic analysis of wall soil
systems is emphasized in the above mentioned FE
studies.

INTRODUCTION
A number of analytical models which investigate
the dynamic behavior of retaining wall systems
have been proposed in the past. Taj imi (1973) used
an elastic two dimensional wave propagation theory
to investigate earth pressures on a basement wall
assumed to undergo periodic vibrations
of
horizontal translation and rotation. Scott ( 1970)
proposed a one dimensional elastic shear beam to
model backfill soil connected to a supportin~ wall
by a system of Yinkler springs. Arias et al. t 1981)
developed a 2D shear model to analyze fixed rigid
wall response.

In this paper a model which accounts for wall and
soil resonant dynamic response is proposed. The
retaining wall is represented by a bending beam
with a yielding base rotational spring and a
translational slide element.
Backfill soil is
represented by a 2D shear beam.
The wall and
supported soil interact through a Yinkler type
nonlinear no-tension spring system. A formulation
is developed in which the free vibration mode
shapes of the wall and the soil is employed. An
elasto-plastic
constitutive
relation
is
incorporated
to
allow
for
nonlinear
soil
properties.
Soil
strength
and
stiffness
degradation with pore pressure increase is also
allowed. The seismically induced translational
and rotational failures of a 15 m high cantilever
retaining wall are studied using this model.

In addition to modeling the vibration of the
wall-soil system, some nonlinear soil-structure
interaction aspects may have a major influence on
potential plastic deformations.
Yall-backfill
soil as well as wall-base interaction control the
magnitude of dynamic earth pressure and resulting
wall deformation.
Prakash (1981) outlines a
method
for
calculating
permanent
sliding
displacement of retaining walls. In this method,
wall and soil are modeled as a single degree of
freedom mass supported by a nonlinear yielding
base spring.
Prakash et al. (1981), Nadim and
Yhitman (1984), and, Siddarthan et al. (1990) show
that the rotational deformation of the wall
structure may be quite significant in some cases
and should be
accounted
for
in
analysis
procedures.
Nadim and Yhitman (1983), and,
Siddarthan et al. (1989) investigated retaining
wall response using a nonlinear plane strain
finite element (FE) analysis incorporating slip
elements along the active failure wedge boundaries
and the wall base-soil interface. Prevost (1985)
and Siller et al. (1987) investigated the dynamic
response
of
a
retaining
wall
using
an

FORMULATION OF GENERAL MODEL
A wall model is assumed to interact under dynamic
loading with a soil model through a system of
Yinkler-type springs. Two dimensional in-plane
vibration conditions are assumed.
Response
features incorporated in this model are discussed
below followed by details of the formulation.
Features Of Proposed Dynamic Model
In this section, the features incorporated in the
proposed dynamic wall-soil model (see Fig. 1) are
presented. Some of these features are included in
currently available models and some are unique to
this model. These features are:
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a) Simultaneous wall translation and rotation: A
translational slide element is available at the
retaining wall base.
Under dynamic loading
conditions, the sliding yield force of this
element is:
F = Active Earth Pressure Force x
y
( F.S. against sliding-1.0)

Reteining
Well

Soil

(1)

H,

where F. S. is factor of safety. F y may be further
adjusted to include the effects of earthquake
vertical shaking, and of increased static earth
pressure and reduced base friction coefficient due
to pore pressure buildup.

u g(t)

An elastic perfectly plastic rotational spring is
also available at the base. The yield moment is
chosen to account for wall rotational failures
under dynamic loading:
M = Overturning Moment x
y
(F.S. against overturning-1.0 )

Retaining Well
k

I
l

(2)

Alternate expressions for MY may be defined if wall
rotation occurs about points other than the wall
toe.
MY may be also chosen to represent the
resistance to bending of a plastic hinge which may
develop
at
the
wall
stem-base
juncture.
Modifications
to
account
for
effects
of
pore-pressure buildup are also possible.

u g(t)

Fig. 1.

b) No-Tension Vall-Soil Interface: A nonlinear
Vinkler type spring system is chosen as a wall-soil
interface. No tension properties are intended to
represent the dynamic component of wall-soil
interaction. These nonlinear Vinkler springs mar
be adapted to fill any gaps (partially or fully)
created during transient seismic interaction.
Such gaps may occur due to wall sliding, wall
rotation or due to difference in inertia and
stiffness of wall and soil. The nonlinear Vinkler
springs may also be used to exert additional
stresses on the wall which may arise from backfill
densification.

Wall-Soil Configuration And Corresponding
Computational Model.

In summary, the following aspects of wall-soil
response are accounted for: wall flexibility,
simultaneous wall translation and rotation,
no-tension wall-soil interface, actual (2D) soil
geometry, amplification of dynamic/earthqua ke
input motions, radiation damping effects, and,
soil elasto-plastic nonlinear response. A small
matrix equation (15x15 or less) will in general
incorporate the above features and provide
solutions of sufficient accuracy.

c) Flexible Vall Model: An Euler bending beam
represents the wall. In many practical cases one
or two mode shapes of this beam (1 or 2 degrees of
freedom) will provide sufficient accuracy in
defining the dynamic wall response.
This wall
model
provides
a
realistic
boundary
for
wall-backfill dynamic interaction.
Gravity as
well as flexible walls may be modeled.
In
addition, a base mass may be included to simulate
the wall foundation.
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The retaining wall is represented by a one
dimensional Euler bending beam with a fixed base.
Dynamic soil pressure on the wall is represented by
continuous Vinkler type springs alongside the wall
as shown in Fig. 1. Natural frequencies and mode
shapes ¢i(z), i = 1,2, ... ro of this system can be
easily obtained. The bending beam described above
will be supported on a stick-slip frictional base
of mass mbs and a yielding torsional spring KT
(Fig. 1).
This base support system (degrees of
freedom ubs in translation and ()in rotation) will
be used to allow for wall sliding and overturning.
Lateral vibration of the backfill is represented
by a two dimensional soil domain.
Natural
frequencies and mode shapes ~i (x,z), i=1 ,2 ,3, ... ro
can be derived in closed form for this soil system.

d) Soil Model Vith Ground Motion Amplification: A
simple soil model is proposed. Only lateral shear
vibration is included (2D shear beam). In most
cases, few degrees of freedom (10 or less) will
represent soil response with sufficient accuracy.
As mentioned earlier, no-tension Vinkler springs
allow wall-backfill soil interaction.
Other
backfill boundaries (base and far end) are modeled
by appropriate spring-dashpot mechanisms. Note
that the soil base boundary may be ali&ned with the
available geological profile (Fig. 1). Boundary
springs and dashpots can be chosen so as to account
for far-field compliance and radiation damping
effects.
Elasto-plastic nonlinear hysteretic
soil properties may be included in this model.
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The above discussed wall and soil models are used
to represent the vibrational response of combined
wall-soil systems. As mentioned earlier, the wall
base will be allowed one translational and one
rotational degree of freedom. In translation, the
wall will be allowed to slide away from the
backfill once the dynamic lateral forces exceed
the base frictional force as dictated by the static
factor of safety against sliding. An additional
elastic-perfectly-plasti c base rotational sprin~
will also allow rotation (away from the backfill)
if base moment exceeds the available resistance as
dictated by the static factor of safety against
overturning.

Well-Soil lnterfece Springs (k)

Soil System
(2D Sheer Beam)

In the present analysis a simplified version of the
above described general wall-soil model is
employed (see Fig. 2). In this simplified model,
the following assumptions are made: 1) Soil far
end is fixed, 2) Soil base is fixed, 3) Vall height
is equal to soii domain height.

H

.-.--------------L----------------~

The wall will interact with soil through a
no-tension Vinkler type springs (k) as shown in
Fig. 3. Under dynamic excitation, these springs
will sustain compressive forces only. It is noted
that the force-displacement relation of the
springs (k) will always fill any tensile gaps and
maintain continued interaction between the wall
and the backfill. Considering interaction forces
and ground motion excitation, the equations of
motion of the wall-soil system can be obtained.
After multiplying these equations by a variation
(v(x,z) for soil equation and vb(z) for wall
equation),
integrating over the respective
spatial domains, performing partial integration
and substituting
boundary
conditions,
the
following equations are obtained:

Fig. 2.

Simplified Wall-Soil Computational Model.

Spring Force

6[pu,ttv+Gu,zv'z+Eu,x v'x+pvug'tt] dfl
H

+

bk [u(x=O) -ub -ubs -z 0] v(x=O) dz

=0
Fig. 3.

(n =Soil Spatial Domain x,z)

(3)

Wall-Backfill Soil Interaction Nonlinear Spring
Formulation.

H

b[m ub'tt vb + E'I ub'zz vb'zz + m ug'tt vb
(4)
where u is the relative displacement of soil at any
point (x,z), G is the shear modulus of soil, E is
the Youngs modulus of soil, pis the mass density of
soil, L is length of soil domain, H is height of
soil domain/wall, ub is relative displacement of
the wall at any point z, E' is modulus of elasticity
of the wall material, I is wall moment of inertia, m
is wall mass per unit length, ug is ground
displacement,
ubs
is
relative
wall
base
displacement, 8 is wall base rotation (radians),
and, tis time.
Employing the mode shapes ¢i' i=1,2, .. n for the
beam and~-, j=1,2, .. m for the soil domain to
J
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represent the solution, a matrix equation is
?btained.
Proportional viscous damping can be
1ntroduced as a weighted combination of the
inertial and stiffness terms.
Newmark's
predictor-multi-correcto r implicit scheme with or
without user specified numerical damping is
empl?yed to o_btain a step-by-step solution of the
matr1x equat1on. Note that, due to the various
incorporated nonlinearities, iterations will in
general be performed at each time step so as to
achieve a specified convergence tolerance.
Elasto-Plastic Constitutive Model (Elgamal and
Alampalli, 1990)
A soil elasto-plastic path-dependent hysteretic
model is i~corporated in the 2D computational
model descr1bed above. The flow or incremental
theory of plasticity is used. The model is capable
of generat:i~g the Mass~ng-type behavior (Massing,
1926) :xh1b1ted by so1l under cyclic loading. A
harden1ng rule proposed by Mroz and Zienkiewicz
(1984) is a?op~e? he~ein.
This hardening rule
leads to an 1nf1n1te y1eld surface formulation in

SEISMIC RETAINING VALL RESPONSE
which evolution of stress state is piecewise
linear between computation steps (see Fig. 4). A
simple pore pressure generation logic is also
included in order to account for degradation of
stiffness and strength in loose saturated sandy
soils (see Fig. 5).

In this section, the proposed simplified model is
used to investigate the seismic response of a
reinforced concrete cantilever retaining wall and
the associated seismically induced base sliding as
well as base rotational failure mechanisms. The
cantilever retaining wall to be modeled is of 15 m
height and 1. 2 m thickness supporting a 150 m long
soil backfill {Fig. 6). Various properties of the
2 4
2
9
system are: E' = 2. 2 x 10 Kgjm , m = 240 Kg sec /m ,
2 Poisson's
7
2
5
k = 5 x 10 kgjm , E = 3.12 x 10 Kgjm ,
2
216 Kg sec /m\
0.3, p
ratio of soil
proportional viscous damping= 37., soil internal
9
friction angle = 36 degrees, and KT = 4.5 x 10
Kg m/radian. Six beam mode shapes and 10 soil mode
shapes are employed.
Retaining walls in general are designed for a
factor of safety (F.S.) of at least 1.5 against
possible base sliding or overturning. Only the
resistance in excess of the design static loads
will be available to resist additional forces on
the wall when subjected to dynamic/seis mic
excitation. The values given by Eqs. 1 and 2 are
wall base
for the
yield limits
as
used
translationa l slide force and rotational spring
Static earth pressure is
moment respectively .
Scaled
evaluated using the Rankine theory.
El Centro 1940 SOOE earthquake acceleration record
is used to represent ground {base) excitation in
The maximum lateral
the present analysis.
acceleration of this scaled earthquake is 0. 60 g.

Fetlure Surfe.ce /

Vall-Dry
1)
Properties)

A Current Stress Stele
B Current Vteld Surf ece (f y)
c. current Outer Surfece (1 0 )
o stored Memory Surfl!lces

Conceptual Configuration Of Hardening
Process In General Stress Space.

t
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+

~

+
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Fig. 5.

Soil

(Linear

Soil

Time histories of base excitation, absolute
acceleration at soil surface {adjacent to the
wall), permanent displacement accumulated at wall
top, and, stress at 3m above the wall base are
shown in Fig. 7 (F. S. = 1. 5 against both base
Based on these
rotation and base translation) .
results, the following conclusions can be deduced:
a) Input excitation is significantl y amplified in
backfill soil {about 2.5 times), b) A residual
pressure is maintained on the wall at the end of
Note that in this model, interface
shaking.
springs always close any tensile gaps developed at
the
of
Most
c)
interface,
wall-soil
the
accumulated wall permanent deformation coincides
with the strong shaking phase of the earthquake
(during the first 3 seconds). This deformation is
predominantl y due to the base rotation since, in
occurred
translation
base
no
case,
this
(Alampalli, 1990).

E canceptue.l Represenll!lt1on or interpole.tton surfeces

Fig. 4.

Backfill

Material Stress-Strain Behavior Under Cyclic
Loading (Strain Controlled).
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Vall-Dry
2)
Properties)

Backfill

Soil

(Nonlinear

Soil

The same computationa l model is used along with the
soil plasticity model. In this plasticity model,
curve fitting
stress-strai n
hyperbolic
the
parameter is set to the value of 0. 0013 (Alampalli,
Viscous damping in soil is not employed.
1990).
Damping in soil is consequently only hysteretic.
Time histories of soil surface acceleration and
wall top relative displacement are shown in Fig. 8.
The following observations can be made by
comparing these computed results {Fig. 8) with
those of Fig. 7: a) amplificatio n of input

Retaining

Wall

\

~--------------------------l~m----------------------------~
Soil

Fig. 6.
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ear Soil Proper ties).
Numerical Simula tion Of Wall-S oil Earthqu ake Response (Nonlin

excita tion is notice ably decrea sed when nonlin ear
soil prope rties are used, b) perma nent wall base
rotati on is also smalle r when nonlin ear backf ill
prope rties are specif ied.
3) Vall-8 aturat ed Backf ill Soil
Seism ic respon se of the above mentio ned retain ing
wall- soil system is compu ted after modify ing the
compu tationa l model to accoun t for possib le
increa se in pore pressu re. The pore pressu re model
param eters employ ed are based on loose Ottawa sand
prope rties (Alam palli, 1990) . For simpl icity a
ground water table is assume d to coinci de with
ground surfac e on the backf ill side only. Only
base transl ation al yieldi ng is allowe d and the
initia l yield value Fy(O) is chosen based on a
static factor of safety of 1.5 again st possib le
The initia l wall-f ounda tion soil
transl ation.
fricti on angle cb(O) is assume d to be equal to the
angle of intern al fricti on.

In the above equati on, K is assume d to vary with the
change in excess pore pressu re ratio ( ru, 0 ~ ru ~1)
in the follow ing simple fashio n:
K(t) = (1-ru (t)) K(O) +ru (t).
In compu ting F y (t), the excess pore pressu re ratio
(r ) develo ped in the soil near the wall base is
u
In compu ting Fi(t), excess pore
employ ed.
pressu res along the wall- soil interf ace are
employ ed. It is noted that the above relati ons for
F (t) and K(t) are not intend ed to repres ent any
y
Relati ons which
partic ular field situat ion.
govern the change in active wall pressu re, and
buildu p of excess pore pressu res below a retain ing
wall base, may be quite differ ent from those
adopte d herein ( eg., see Elgam al et al., 1989).
The obtain ed time histor ies of excess pore
pressu re ratio near the wall base (at the wall- soil
interf ace), wall base displa cemen t, base yield
force, base force, wall pressu re at 3m above the
wall base, along with shear stress vs shear strain
From
(near wall base) are presen ted in Fig. 9.
these result s (Fig. 9), the follow ing is observ ed:
a) The excess pore pressu re ratio (ru) near the
a
wall base (at the wall- soil interf ace) reache s 15
very high value of 0. 83 by the end of first the
second s of earthq uake excita tion. A value of 0.541
is attain ed in the soil close to the wall top
an
(Alam palli, 1990) . It is noted here, that in to
lead
will
ation
transl
wall
ion,
actua l situat
the develo pment of very large shear strain s in the
soil system . These strain s (not accoun ted for in
influe nce
undou btedly
will
model)
this
t.
heigh
wall
the
along
p
buildu
e
ressur
pore-p
b) The retain ing wall moves as much as 1. 20m at the
Base accum ulated
end of the first 14 second s.
transl ation contin ues throug hout the durati on of
shakin g howev er. In fact after about 14 second s,
all residu al base transl ation al resist ance is gone
due to pore-p ressur e build- up and an additi onal

The base transl ation al yield force Fy(t) change s
at every time step depend ing on static active earth
wall
in
decrea se
and
increa se
pressu re
base-f ounda tion soil fricti on angle (cb) with
increa se in pore water pressu re. It will be chosen
to change in the follow ing manne r:

where,
R(t) =tan cb(t) jtan 6b(O)
F i (t) =Incr ease in static earth pressu re force
on the wall at time t,
tan cb (t) = (1-K( t)) / (2 .;-Ir(t }),
K(t) =
timet .

0.00

and,

Coeff icient of active earth pressu re at
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base translatio n of 1.42 m occurs. This indicates
that even if the wall does not move considerab ly
during the initial strong shaking, very large
displaceme nts may occur during the tail end of an
earthquake
during an immediate after-shoc k.
High exces~ ~ore-pressures developed in the
initial
strong-mo tion
phase
(0-7
seconds)
significan tly reduce available base resistance
and lead to large accumulate d displaceme nts
thereafter .
c) After about 12 seconds, the wall slides freely
and is unable to sustain any imposed dynamic
pressure.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
A two
dimension al
(2D)
dynamic
wall-soil
computatio nal model is proposed.
The model
accounts for wall and soil resonance, nonlinear
wall-back fill soil interactio n, simultaneo us wall
base sliding and rotation,
nonlinear soil
properties , and possible pore pressure buildup.
An elasto-pla stic path-depen dent hysteretic model
accounts for nonlinear soil behavior and possible
pore pressure buildup. The seismic response of a
15m high cantilever wall is studied to investigat e
seismicall y induced wall translatio nal and
rotational failure mechanism s. Results indicate
that; 1) retaining walls are vulnerable to
seismicall y induced rotational failure given an
equal static factor of safety against possible
translatio n and rotation, 2) input ground motion
may be significan tly amplified within the backfill
particular ly for tall walls, and, 3) for walls with
saturated loose backfill, large amounts of wall
translatio n may accumulate after the strong
shaking phase of an earthquake due to the
compromise of base resistance (caused by developed
excess pore pressures) .
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